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Abstract
A deadlock-free tree-based multicast routing algorithm
is presented for all direct networks, regardless of in-
terconnection topology. The algorithm delivers a mes-
sage to any number of destinations using only a sin-
gle startup phase. In contrast to existing tree-based
schemes, this algorithm applies to all interconnec-
tion topologies, requires only xed-sized input buers
that are independent of maximum message length, and
uses a simple asynchronous it replication mechanism.
The theoretical basis of the technique used here is su-
ciently general to develop other tree-based multicasting
algorithms for regular and irregular topologies. Sim-
ulation results demonstrate that this tree-based algo-
rithm provides a very promising means of achieving
very low latency multicast.
1 Introduction
Recently, networks of workstations (NOWs) have
emerged as an inexpensive alternative to massively
parallel multicomputers. These networks generally
comprise a collection of routing switches and work-
stations interconnected in an irregular topology. In
order to minimize network latency and achieve high-
bandwidth communication, recent experimental and
commercial switches for NOWs implement wormhole
routing [2, 13]. Although deadlock-free wormhole
routing algorithms have been proposed for a number
of regular topologies such as meshes, tori, and hyper-
cubes, the design of deadlock-free routing algorithms
in irregular topologies introduces new challenges.
Communication in the network can be either uni-
cast (one-to-one) or multicast (one-to-many). E-
cient multicast communication is essential in a wide

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variety of applications as well as in a number of fun-
damental operations such as barrier synchronization
[17], cache coherency in distributed shared-memory
architectures [5], and clock synchronization [1], among
others.
Several unicast-based schemes have been proposed
to support multicast communication in irregular
topologies. These strategies use a deadlock-free uni-
cast algorithm to distribute a multicast message to its
destinations in several communication phases. Each
communication phase incurs a startup latency that
can be several orders of magnitude larger than the
actual network latency. Moreover, a lower bound
on the number of unicast communication phases re-
quired to distributed a message to d destinations is
known to be dlog
2
(d + 1)e [10]. For this reason,
hardware-supported multicast solutions have recently
been proposed to substantially reduce the number of
communication phases required. Some algorithms use
hardware-supported path-based techniques to deliver a
message with very few worms while other techniques
use tree-based techniques to deliver a message in a sin-
gle worm. Sivaram et al. [14] have recently shown that
tree-based techniques oer a very promising means of
achieving extremely ecient multicast routing. How-
ever, existing tree-based algorithms for direct net-
works avoid deadlock by either requiring complex syn-
chronization mechanisms or by requiring that inter-
mediate routers be able to buer the message in its
entirety, thereby limiting the length of packets to be
no longer than the size of these buers.
In this paper we present a tree-based multicast-
ing algorithm for arbitrary topologies that guarantees
freedom from deadlock for arbitrarily long messages,
even with single-it input buers and simple routing
hardware. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
rst deadlock-free tree-based wormhole routing algo-
rithm that provides a general solution for multicasting
in any direct network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2 we review related work on tree-
based multicasting in regular and irregular networks.
In Section 3 we describe our new algorithm, Single
Phase Adaptive Multicast (SPAM). Section 4 contains
experimental results and we conclude with directions
for future research in Section 5.
2 Related Work
Multicast routing algorithms can be classied as
unicast-based, path-based, and tree-based. Unicast-
based multicast algorithms require no additional hard-
ware support but incur substantial start-up delays.
Path-based multicast algorithms allow a worm to con-
tain multiple destination addresses in its header its
and use a simple hardware mechanism to allow routers
to absorb its on internal consumption channels (to
the local processor) while simultaneously forwarding
copies of the its on output channels enroute to the re-
maining destinations [6, 12]. In this way, a single worm
can be used to deliver a message to several destinations
incurring only a single startup for that worm. For ex-
ample, Hamiltonian path-based routing requires only
two startups to send a message to any set of destina-
tions in a mesh [6] while other base routing conformed
path algorithms may use more startups but frequently
use shorter paths to the destinations [3, 7, 12].
Tree-based algorithms attempt to deliver the mes-
sage to all destinations in a single multi-head worm
that splits at some routers and replicates the data on
multiple output ports. Two approaches have been pro-
posed for replication of data in tree-based schemes. In
synchronous replication [11], all branches of the multi-
head worm must advance in lock-step. Thus, any
branch that becomes blocked causes all other branches
to stop. Moreover, this scheme requires complex sig-
naling hardware at the routers [11]. In asynchronous
replication, dierent heads of a multi-head worm can
progress independently through the network and bub-
ble its [11] are inserted where necessary, obviating
the need for a hardware synchronization mechanism.
The problem of nding deadlock-free tree-based
wormhole routing algorithms has been widely re-
garded in the literature as a dicult one [4, 6, 11, 16].
Malumbres et al. [9] present a tree-based asynchronous
algorithm based on pruning blocked branches which is
eective only for short messages. Sivaram et al. [14]
present a tree-based asynchronous algorithm for arbi-
trary topologies. This algorithm uses the input buer
based replication architecture which requires that in-
termediate routers be able to buer the entire packet
[15]. Wang and Blough [16] present a tree-based asyn-
chronous algorithm based on pipelined circuit switch-
ing rather than wormhole routing. The algorithm
avoids deadlock by allowing backtracking but does not
guarantee delivery of all messages. In other related
work, several tree-based multicasting algorithms have
been proposed for specic types of multistage inter-
connection networks [4, 15].
In this paper we present a tree-based multicasting
algorithm for any direct network. The algorithm is
provably free from deadlock even with only a single
it buer per channel, uses asynchronous replication,
and requires relatively simple modications to existing
routing hardware.
3 Single Phase Adaptive Multi-
cast (SPAM)
We begin by describing the routing algorithm for uni-
cast messages. We then describe the generalization of
this technique for multicast messages.
3.1 SPAM Unicast Routing
We represent a switch-based network as an undirected
graph G = (V;E) where V = V
1
[ V
2
. The set V
1
rep-
resents the set of switches and the set V
2
represents
the set of processors (workstations). Each vertex in
V
2
is connected to a single vertex in V
1
, representing
a bidirectional channel (a pair of unidirectional chan-
nels) between a processor and a switch. In addition, a
pair of vertices in V
1
may be connected, representing a
bidirectional channel between the corresponding pair
of switches. If a switch has k ports, the corresponding
vertex in V
1
may have degree at most k. Each vertex
in V
2
has degree 1.
Next, we partition the network in a fashion simi-
lar to that used in the up*/down* routing algorithm
proposed by Schroeder et al. [13]. An arbitrary vertex
in V
1
(representing a switch) is selected as the root
and a spanning tree is found with respect to the root.
Observe that all vertices in V
2
(representing proces-
sors) are leaves of this tree since they have degree 1.
For each channel in the tree, the unidirectional com-
ponent directed towards the root is dened to be in
the \up" subnetwork whereas the unidirectional chan-
nel directed away from the root is dened to be in
the \down" subnetwork. The cross channels (non-tree
channels), which can only exist between vertices in V
1
,
are categorized similarly: If a cross channel goes from
a lower level of the tree to a higher level of the tree
then it is an up channel and if the channel goes from a
higher level to a lower level then it is a down channel.
If a channel goes from node u to v, both of which are
at the same level in the tree, then the channel is an up
channel if the ID of u is larger than the ID of v and a
down channel otherwise.
In contrast to the original up*/down* unicast rout-
ing algorithm, our multicast routing algorithm distin-
guishes between down tree channels and down cross
channels. No distinction is made, however, between
up tree channels and up cross channels. A unicast
message under SPAM is routed as follows: The worm
uses one or more channels in the up subnetwork, fol-
lowed by zero or more down cross channels, followed
by one or more down tree channels. A worm must
use channels in this order; once it has used a down
cross channel it cannot use an up channel, and once
it has used a down tree channel it cannot use a down
cross channel or an up channel. Observe that the rst
channel used in any route goes from a processor to a
switch, and is thus necessarily an up channel. Simi-
larly, the last channel used in any route goes from a
switch to a processor, and is thus necessarily a down
tree channel.
To ensure that messages get routed properly to
their destinations, the algorithm employs the concept
of extended ancestors dened below.
Denition 1 Let u and v be two nodes in the net-
work. Node u is said to be an ancestor of node v if
there exists a path from u to v consisting of only down
tree channels. Node u is said to be an extended an-
cestor of node v if there exists a path from u to v con-
sisting of zero or more down cross channels followed
by zero or more down tree channels.
Observe that if u is an ancestor of v then it is also
an extended ancestor of v, but the converse is not
necessarily true. Routers use this extended ancestral
information to compute the set of allowable outgoing
channels as follows:
1. If the incoming header enters the router on an up
channel, any outgoing up channel may be used.
2. If the incoming header enters the router on an up
channel or a down cross channel, any outgoing
down cross channel may be used if its endpoint
is an extended ancestor of the destination. In
this case, only down cross channels and down tree
channels may be used subsequently.
3. In all cases, a down tree channel may be used if
its endpoint is an ancestor of the destination. In
this case, only down tree channels may be used
subsequently.
Observe that the algorithm is partially adaptive.
Routing in the up subnetwork is adaptive since any up
channel may be selected while the message is in the
up subnetwork. When the message enters the down
subnetwork, there may be multiple possible down cross
or down tree channels on which the message can route.
A number of possible selection functions could be used
to select a channel from those provided by the routing
function.
3.2 SPAM Multicast Routing
The algorithm for multicast messages is a generaliza-
tion of the algorithm for unicast messages described
above; it contains the unicast algorithm as a special
case. A multicast message is rst routed to the least
common ancestor (LCA) of the set of destinations us-
ing the unicast algorithm described above. (Observe
that if the message is a unicast, the LCA is the destina-
tion itself, so the multicast algorithm simply reduces
to the unicast algorithm.) Once the message has ar-
rived at the LCA, all subsequent routing is restricted
to down tree channels. The head of the worm will need
to split at the LCA into a multi-head worm and the
heads of these multi-head worms may split repeatedly
in order to reach all of the destinations.
When the head of a worm enters a router, it en-
queues a request in an output channel request queue
(OCRQ) for each of the one or more channels that it
requires. A requested down tree channel can either
be a channel connected to a destination processor or
a channel connected to another switch. A request for
a set of output channels is assumed to be an atomic
operation; all of a message's requests are enqueued be-
fore any other message can enqueue requests at that
router.
A message entering a router waits until all of the
requests that it has made for outgoing channels have
arrived at the heads of their OCRQ's and all of these
channels become free. Once a message has acquired
all of the output channels which it requires, the header
it of the message is replicated from the input chan-
nel to all of these output channels. When all of these
output channels become free again, the next it of
the message is replicated to them. The replication
step repeats until the tail it is replicated to these
output channels, at which point the channels are re-
leased and made available to the waiting messages in
their respective OCRQ's. Since some output buers
reserved by a particular message may be free while
others are blocked, empty bubble its are propagated
to the empty buers allowing the heads of a message
to advance independently of one another.
An example of a direct network is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1 where tree channels are indicated by solid lines,
cross channels are indicated by dashed lines, and ver-
tices are labeled with ID's. Assume that node 5 wishes
to send a multicast message to nodes 8, 9, 10, and 11.
The least common ancestor of these destinations is
node 4. The message header is rst routed from node
5 to node 4. One possible path is 5; 2; 3; 4 since the
rst channel on this path is an up channel and the
subsequent channels are down cross channels. The
message enqueues a request at node 4 for the down
tree channels to nodes 6 and 7. Once these requests
reach the fronts of both OCRQ's and the channels be-
come available, the header it is replicated to nodes 6
and 7. The head entering node 6 enqueues a request
for the down tree channels to nodes 8, 9, and 10 while
the head entering node 7 enqueues a request for the
down tree channel to node 11. Assume that the down
tree channel to node 8 is busy while the down tree
channels to nodes 9, 10, and 11 are all free. In this
case, the head at node 6 does not immediately acquire
all of its requested down tree channels but the head
at node 7 does acquire the single requested down tree
channel (7; 11). Therefore, the header it at node 6
cannot advance but the copy of this header it at node
7 advances to node 11.
The second it of the message is replicated from the
input buer at node 4 to the output buers at node
4 for channels (4; 6) and (4; 7). This it remains in
the output buer for channel (4; 6) because the input
buer for this channel at node 6 is still holding the rst
it. However, the second it does continue to node 7
and then node 11 in the other head of the message.
The third it of the message at the input buer at
node 4 cannot be replicated because the output buer
at node 4 for channel (4; 6) is occupied. Thus, bubble
its are propagated to the output buer at node 4 for
channel (4; 7) until the third it is able to advance.
Theorem 1 SPAM is deadlock-free.
The proof of this theorem is omitted due to space lim-
itations. The interested reader is referred to [8].
Theorem 2 SPAM is livelock-free.
The proof of this theorem is omitted due to space lim-
itations. The interested reader is referred to [8].
4 Simulation Results
In this section we describe simulation results for sin-
gle multicast, multiple multicast, and combined uni-
1
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6 7
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Figure 1: A symmetric network with tree edges indi-
cated by solid lines, cross edges indicated by dashed
lines, and vertices labeled with ID's.
cast and multicast trac. The simulations were con-
ducted using the Harvey Mudd MARS simulator,
a it-level event-driven wormhole routing simulator.
Since SPAM permits partially adaptive routing, a sim-
ple selection policy was employed which prioritizes
channels according to the distance from the endpoint
of the channel to the LCA node.
The following system parameters were used in these
experiments. Each switch was assumed to have 8
ports. In order to simulate physical proximity of con-
nected switches, switches were randomly selected from
points on an integer lattice and connected only to ad-
jacent lattice points. Thus, at most 4 ports per switch
were used for connections to other switches. In or-
der to maximize the probability of contention between
messages, each switch was connected to only one pro-
cessor.
The following latency parameters were used in all
experiments. The communication startup latency was
10 microseconds, router setup latency for each message
header was 40 nanoseconds, and channel propagation
latency was 10 nanoseconds. Each message comprised
128 its. The measured latency for a multicast mes-
sage was the total elapsed time from message startup
at the source until the last it arrived at the last des-
tination node. Each data point in our experiments is
within 1% of the mean or better, using 95% condence
intervals.
In the rst set of simulations, message latency was
measured for a single multicast with a varying num-
ber of destinations. These simulations were conducted
for networks comprising 128 and 256 nodes. The re-
sults of these simulations are summarized in Figure 2
and clearly demonstrate that message latency is es-
sentially independent of the number of destinations
and largely independent of the size of the network.
These results also conrm the advantages of hardware-
supported multicast as suggested earlier by Ni and by
Sivaram et al. [11, 14]. For example, for the latency
parameters used here, SPAM incurs a latency of under
14 secs for a single broadcast in a 256 node network.
In contrast, the theoretical lower bound for software-
based multicast to d destinations is dlog
2
(d+ 1)e (ac-
counting for startup latency alone), implying a lower
bound of 90 secs in this case; a more than six-fold dif-
ference. This multiplicative factor becomes even more
dramatic for larger networks.
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Figure 2: Latency versus number of destinations for a
single multicast in 128 and 256 node networks.
In the second set of simulations, message latency
was measured for mixed unicast and multicast trac
in a 128 node network in which 90% of messages were
unicast and 10% of messages were multicast. Simu-
lations were conducted for multicasts with 8, 16, 32,
and 64 destinations using a negative binomial distri-
bution with varying average arrival rates. The results
of these simulations, summarized in Figure 3, demon-
strate that even in relatively heavy network trac la-
tency remains largely independent of the number of
destinations per multicast.
5 Conclusion and Directions for
Future Research
In this paper we have presented a new tree-based
multicasting algorithm for arbitrary interconnection
topologies. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
rst deadlock-free tree-based wormhole routing algo-
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Figure 3: Latency versus average arrival rate in trac
comprising 90% unicast and 10% multicast in a 128
node network.
rithm which provides a general solution for multicast-
ing in any direct network. Simulation results suggest
that this algorithm provides a very promising means
of implementing multicast with relatively simple ad-
ditional routing hardware.
The theoretical technique used to prove deadlock-
freedom of the SPAM algorithm is likely to have ap-
plications to the development of other tree-based mul-
ticasting algorithms for both regular and irregular
topologies. In particular, for regular topologies such
as meshes and n-cubes, judicious selection of spanning
trees for the underlying routing algorithm may have
signicant eects on performance.
As noted earlier, another issue is that of utilization
of input buers that are larger than a single it. By
using larger input buers and the input-buer-based
switching [15], for example, message latency could po-
tentially be further reduced. Further experimental
studies are required to understand the eect of in-
creased input buer size on message latency. The
signicance of the result presented here is that in-
put buer size can be entirely independent of message
length.
Finally, SPAM uses only one worm to deliver a
message to an arbitrary set of destinations. As the
number of destinations increases, the probability that
the worm must pass through the root of the under-
lying spanning tree increases, resulting in potential
hot-spot eects at the root of the spanning tree; an
inherent feature of the up*/down* routing algorithm.
One approach to this problem is to partition the desti-
nations into groups of contiguous nodes and send sep-
arate tree-based multicasts to each of these groups.
We are currently investigating several partitioning al-
gorithms and their eect on message latency.
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